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Abstract 
Internet takes vital role in our communications infrastructure; due to traffic and overflow of packets after network failure become 
a budding problem [1]. As a promising approach to improve network reliability, Proactive Failure Recovery (PFR) [9] re-routes 
failure affected traffic to backup paths without waiting for the completion of IP routing convergence. But it does not provide 
good acknowledgement mechanism over the packets forwarded. That is, when the sender is running on fast machine or lightly 
loaded machine and receiver is on slow or heavily loaded machine, then the transmitter will transmit frames faster than the 
receiver can accept them. As Multiple Routing Configuration (MRC)[10] reroutes failure affected traffic to backup paths or 
alternative paths, due to waiting or retransmitting of packets till the receiver sends positive(+ve) or negative(-ve) 
acknowledgement(ACK), may degrade the performance and which leads to congestion. Therefore for reliability and from 
congestion free, here we proposed a well scheme called enhanced selective repeat automatic repeat request(ESRARQ)[4] 
mechanism during data transmission in IP networks. This regulates the packet and makes the packet transmission without any 
loss in a packet, using buffer system.    
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1. Introduction 

The Internet (or internet)[5]-[6] is a global system of interconnected computer networks that use the 
standard Internet protocol suite (TCP/IP) to serve billions of users worldwide. It is a network of networks that 
consists of millions of private, public, academic, business, and government networks, of local to global scope, that 
are linked by a broad array of electronic, wireless and optical networking technologies. The Internet carries an 
extensive range of information resources and services, such as the inter-linked hypertext documents of the World 
Wide Web (WWW) and the infrastructure to support email. Internet is a short form of the technical term 
internetwork, the result of interconnecting computer networks with special gateways or routers. This can be known 
by seeing the figure (1) below:- 
 

 
 

Fig1: Network architecture 

The biggest problems in a network are related to the allocation of network resources, as buffers and link bandwidth, 
to different users when node or link failures. A limited amount of resources has to be shared among many different 
competing traffic flows in an efficient way in order to maximize the performance and the use of the network 
resources. The behavior of routers in terms of packet handling can be controlled to achieve different kind of 
services. 

 
It is a primary design goal of the Internet to continue to function despite of the node or link failures. At the IP level, 
when routers or links fail, the network should still be able to deliver the packets as long as alternative paths exist. In 
current routing protocols, such as OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) and IS-IS [5] (Intermediate System to 
Intermediate System), routers are informed about network topology changes by update messages, and then re-
calculate their routing paths accordingly. However, this approach incurs convergence delay, as it takes considerable 
long time for the update messages to propagate throughout the network and for the routers to re-calculate routing 
path. 
 
Therefore a different approach for handling physical failures is proactive failure recovery(PFR) in which routers 
compute and store backup paths for potential failures beforehand and once a failure is detected, a router will redirect 
traffic to backup paths right away instead of waiting for the completion of network wide routing convergence. 
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But here routers redirect traffic affected by failures to alternative paths without a proper flow control mechanism. 
Why because in most networks, there are circumstances in which the externally offered load is larger than can be 
handled even with optimal routing. Then, if no measures are taken to restrict the entrance of traffic into the network, 
queue sizes at bottleneck links will grow and packet delays will increase, possibly violating maximum delay 
specifications. Furthermore, as queue sizes grow indefinitely, the buffer space at some nodes may be exhausted. 
When this happens, some of the packets arriving at these nodes will have to be discarded and later retransmitted, 
thereby wasting communication resources. As a result, a phenomenon similar to a highway traffic jam may occur 
whereby, as the offered load increases, the actual network throughput decreases while packet delay becomes 
excessive. It is thus necessary at times to prevent some of the offered traffic from entering the network to avoid this 
type of congestion. This is one of the main functions of flow control. But this flow control mechanism is not 
properly managed in the existing system of multiple routing configurations for fast IP network recovery. Why 
because, in MRC mechanism whenever a failure happens in the network it can generate an alternate link 
immediately by using preconfigured data and the packets are forwarded through that rout and continuous the 
network flow. As when the packet routes to other link when failures occurs, as that link also has its sufficient data 
packet to pass to the receiver as suddenly it comes makes more load therefore as it is using go-back-n technique if 
any data error occurs it rejects all frames and produce negative acknowledgement so that the sender must retransmit 
all the frames, but mean while the load suddenly which comes from other link when gets failed will also enter into in 
the queue to transmit to the user, as a receiver must quit all other data till it receives the error free data which leads 
to increase in queue size and makes congestion and may lose the data due to unproper flow control or another reason 
is that when the sender is running fast machine and receiver is on slow machine may lose the data. Which defeates 
the goal of minimizing the impacts of failures to the application performance. This is shown in the figure2 (b) 
below:- 

 

 

Fig2 (a): Two networks connected by a router& forwarding packets 
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Fig2 (b): small congested network 

1.1 Effects on Congestion 

The effect on congestion on throughput of a network is shown in the fig below:- 
 

 
 

Fig 3: Effect of congestion 
 

Ideally as offered load increases, throughput also increases. Practically throughput drops with increase in 
offered load because the buffers at each node’s are full and starts discarding packets. Therefore source station must 
retransmit the discarded packets in addition with the new packets. Under these circumstances, the network 
utilization and hence performance falls off. 
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1.2 Congestion Control 

Congestion control is a process of maintaining the number of packets in a network below a certain level at which 
performance falls off. Congestion control makes sure that subnet is able to carry the offered traffic. Hence to avoid 
congestion, we present a new scheme called ESRARQ for minimizing the effect. 

 

2. Related Work 

2.1 system model 

In most networks, there are circumstances in which the externally offered load is larger than can be handled 
even with optimal routing. Then, if no measures are taken to restrict the entrance of traffic into the network, queue 
sizes at bottleneck links will grow and packet delays will increase, possibly violating maximum delay specifications. 
Furthermore, as queue sizes grow indefinitely, the buffer space at some nodes may be exhausted. When this 
happens, some of the packets arriving at these nodes will have to be discarded and later retransmitted, thereby 
wasting communication resources. As a result, a phenomenon similar to a highway traffic jam may occur whereby, 
as the offered load increases, the actual network throughput decreases while packet delay becomes excessive. It is 
thus necessary at times to prevent some of the offered traffic from entering the network to avoid this type of 
congestion. This is one of the main functions of flow control. But this flow control mechanism is not properly 
managed in the existing system of multiple routing configurations for fast IP network recovery. Why because, in 
MRC mechanism whenever a failure happens in the network it can generate an alternate link immediately by using 
preconfigured data and the packets are forwarded through that rout and continuous the network flow. As when the 
packet routes to other link when failures occurs, as that link also has its sufficient data packet to pass to the receiver 
as suddenly it comes makes more load therefore as it is using go-back-n technique if any data error occurs it rejects 
all frames and produce negative acknowledgement so that the sender must retransmit all the frames, but mean while 
the load suddenly which comes from other link when gets failed will also enter into in the queue to transmit to the 
user, as a receiver must quit all other data till it receives the error free data which leads to increase in queue size and 
makes congestion and may lose the data due to unproper flow control or another reason is that when the sender is 
running fast machine and receiver is on slow machine may lose the data. Therefore to prevent this proper flow 
control mechanism called SRARQ is incorporated which includes a feedback mechanism requesting transmitter a 
retransmission of only incorrect message block.    
 

2.2 ESRARQ Overview 

This powerful (i.e. SRARQ) [4] flow control mechanism is also sometimes necessary between two users for 
speed matching (i.e. for ensuring a fast transmitter does not overwhelm a slow receiver with more packets). Some 
others reserve the term “flow control” for this type of speed matching and use the term “congestion control” for 
regulating the packet population within the sub network. In this protocol receiver will have sufficient buffer space 
unlike go-back-n. If receiver receives any damages or error containing frame it will generates negative 
acknowledgement of that frame and it will stores correct frames in its buffer. When sender get negative 
acknowledgement of damaged or error containing frame its timer goes off after a certain time interval and it 
regenerate only the damaged frame. Thus there is less overhead in retransmission than in the case of go-back-n 
protocol. This is shown in the figure below:- 
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Fig4: a selective repeat ARQ protocol  

 

2.3 MAIN objectives of ESRARQ 

1) Selective repeat ARQ retransmits only the damaged or lost frames instead of sending multiple frames.  
2) Keeping average delay and buffer overflow at reasonable level.  
3) Maintain fairness between sessions and providing the requisite quality of service (QOS). 
4) The selective retransmission increases the efficiency of transmission and is more suitable for noisy channel.  

 

3. Algorithm 

while (true) { 
wait3for3event(&event); /* five possibilities: see event3type above */ 
switch(event) { 
case network3layer3ready: /* accept, save, and transmit a new frame */ 
nbuffered = nbuffered + 1; /* expand the window */ 
from3network3layer(&out3buf[next3frame3to3send % NR3BUFS]); /* fetch new packet */ 
send3frame(data, next3frame3to3send, frame3expected, out3buf);/* transmit the frame */ 
inc(next3frame3to3send); /* advance upper window edge */ 
break; 
case frame3arrival: /* a data or control frame has arrived */ 
from3physical3layer(&r); /* fetch incoming frame from physical layer */ 
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if (r.kind == data) { 
/* An undamaged frame has arrived. */ 
if ((r.seq != frame3expected) && no3nak) 
send3frame(nak, 0, frame3expected, out3buf); else start3ack3timer(); 
if (between(frame3expected, r.seq, too3far) && (arrived[r.seq%NR3BUFS] == false)) { 
/* Frames may be accepted in any order. */ 
arrived[r.seq % NR3BUFS] = true; /* mark buffer as full */ 
in3buf[r.seq % NR3BUFS] = r.info; /* insert data into buffer */ 
while (arrived[frame3expected % NR3BUFS]) { 
/* Pass frames and advance window. */ 
to3network3layer(&in3buf[frame3expected % NR3BUFS]); 
no3nak = true; 
arrived[frame3expected % NR3BUFS] = false; 
inc(frame3expected); /* advance lower edge of receiver’s window */ 
inc(too3far); /* advance upper edge of receiver’s window */ 
start3ack3timer(); /* to see if a separate ack is needed */ 
} 
} 
} 
if((r.kind==nak) && between(ack3expected,(r.ack+1)%(MAX3SEQ+1),next3frame3to3send)) 
send3frame(data, (r.ack+1) % (MAX3SEQ + 1), frame3expected, out3buf); 
while (between(ack3expected, r.ack, next3frame3to3send)) { 
nbuffered = nbuffered − 1; /* handle piggybacked ack */ 
stop3timer(ack3expected % NR3BUFS); /* frame arrived intact */ 
inc(ack3expected); /* advance lower edge of sender’s window */ 
} 
break; 
case cksum3err: 
if (no3nak) send3frame(nak, 0, frame3expected, out3buf); /* damaged frame */ 
break; 
case timeout: 
send3frame(data, oldest3frame, frame3expected, out3buf); /* we timed out */ 
break; 
case ack3timeout: 
send3frame(ack,0,frame3expected, out3buf); /* ack timer expired; send ack */ 
} 
if (nbuffered < NR3BUFS) enable3network3layer(); else disable3network3layer(); 
} 
} 
 

 
4. Implementation 

 
The implementation of WFQ for network congestion free mainly uses 3- modules. 

 
1. Client Module 2. Server Module 3. Router Module. 
 
1. Client 
This module is used to send the data to server through routers. It will provide user friendly interface to send the data 
to the required destination. 
 
2. Server 
It will receive the data send by the client which came from the active router. It can have any no. of clients. 
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3. Routers 
These are placed in between server and client to transfer the data. Whenever client sends the data to the server it will 
pass through any router. 
  

5. Results and Performance Graphs: 

 The network performance results can be achieved by ESRARQ protocol when offered load is large, limited 
delay and buffer overflow can be achieved only by lowering the input to the network. Thus, there is a natural 
tradeoff between giving session’s free access to the network and keeping delay at a level low enough so that 
retransmissions or other inefficiencies do not degrade network performance. Below are the performance graphs 
shown:- 

   

Fig5(a): cost graph using go-back-n 
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Fig5(b): cost graph using esrarq 

 

6. Conclusion 

We have presented ESRARQ as an approach to achieve congestion control in ip-network. This ESRARQ 
maintains a buffer space, to store all the correct frames in its buffer other than unlike go-back-n and generates 
negative acknowledgement of that only the damages or error containing frame. This provides best flow control and 
efficient transmission of data. 
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